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Introduction
• Wood is one of the most widely used building materials in Canada. The majority of houses use
wooden frames in their construction.
• Despite its popularity in low-rise buildings, tall buildings made from wood is a rare occurrence in
architecture. In those buildings, wood is often used as a finishing material to indicate luxury.
• The lack of tall wooden buildings is partially due to the fact that most building codes do not permit
their construction.
• In this exercise several teams (Architecture, civil, fire safety, and building envelope) of professionals,
led by experts in the field of construction, provide a tall wooden building design.

• The aim is to demonstrate the possibility to use wood as a main construction and load-bearing
element within tall buildings and break free from the traditional view of wood as a finishing material.

Wood Type Used
• The wood we are using for this project is cross laminated timber
(CLT).
• It is much denser than light wood used in Housing and low rise
buildings.
• It has very high structural performance, and fire safety qualities.
• Currently in Canada wood is cheaper than concrete.

Context
• A 20-story mixed-use project was chosen to demonstrate the feasibility of using wooden products as
the main building material in high-rise construction.
• North Vancouver, Canada was selected as the theoretical location for the building. Subject to both
wet, windy environmental conditions and seismic activity, this location was deemed to offer a specific
set of challenges which have historically been considered as barriers to wood high-rise construction.
• We followed the British Colombia building code in the design process in this project.
• It is believed that developing a viable design solution in the Pacific Northwest context, will help to
form a catalyst for others to explore the feasibility of wood high-rise construction in other
environmental and political landscapes across the North America.

Architectural design
• The project comprises of a 19-story residential tower over a 1-storey commercial podium over an
underground parkade. The overall height limit is 60 meters.
• For the purposes of this study both the parkade and podium are designed to be constructed with
concrete. The residential tower is designed to be constructed out of engineered wood products.

• The suite layouts are sized and configured in a manner that is typical for residential suites in the
Vancouver market.
• Windows are mainly placed on the north and south façade.
• We wanted to provide a design model that is not overly complicated that it would deter developers and
clients.
• The aim is to demonstrate the ability of wood to be a good alternative to concrete or metal frame
towers.

Preliminary designs
• Early designs of the project explored several issues:
• Percentage and position of both windows and wood panels in the tower. Through discussions with
the projects research groups and experts we fine-tuned the design and appearance of the final
tower.
• The orientation of the units was modified as well.
• The use of green roofs.

Tower design stage 1

Tower design stage 2

Tower design stage 4, exterior variations.

Tower design stage 3

Podium – Level 1
• The single-story 2250 M2 podium comprises of the
main residential entry and commercial retail space
facing the street and key loading, parkade access
and service spaces facing the laneway. As noted
earlier, the design of the podium assumes
concrete construction.
• Room Area:
• Room 01: 172 M2
• Room 02: 172 M2
• Room 03: 202 M2
• Room 04: 213 M2
• Service: 121 M2
• Total Storage: 240 M2

Tower – Level 1
• With a total area of 712 M2, condo units in this floor
have large decks, which is typical with large podium
roof-top areas. There are four 1 bed room units and two
2 bed room ones. It also has a communal deck and a
utility room for the use of tower residents. Decks on this
floor are shaded by pergolas, this has the added benefit
of providing more privacy to the residents of this floor
from those on higher levels. Green roof was used to
cover the remainder of the podium floor, this provides a
beautiful view to both occupants of this floor as we as
those on higher floors.
Unit Area:
• 1 Bedroom unit:
• 2 Bedroom unit:
• Utility room:
• Communal Deck:
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Tower - Level 2 to 18
• With a total Area of 712 M2, this floor has six
condo units. Two one bedroom ones and four two
bedroom ones. Condos in this floor have north
and south facing balconies to capitalize on the
views. There are two 1 bed room condos and four
2 bed room ones.

• Unit Area:
• 1 Bedroom unit:
• 2 Bedroom unit:
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Tower – Penthouse
• With a total Area of 627 M2 this floor has two
penthouse units with large south facing decks.
Each Penthouse also has a north facing balcony.
Each penthouse unit has 2 bedrooms, living
dining room, 2 bathrooms, a kitchen, and a study
room that can double as a 3rd bedroom. The
decks of the penthouse are covered with
pergolas to provide shading and enhance the feel
of the floor. There is also a general service room
for the entire tower on this level.
• Unit Area:
• Penthouse unit: 157
• Penthouse Deck: 100
• Service room:
76

M2
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Exterior
• The tower was cladded with a panel system, with parts of
it being gypsum panels and other parts being engineered
cedar wooden cladding.
• This system can be produced offsite and installed quickly
once it arrives to the building site. Increasing efficiency
during construction.

• The percentage of wooden cladding is 30% of the total
surface area to increase fire safety.
• A checker pattern was chosen as it provided a strong
visual statement that will hopefully keep people talking
and distinguish the tower from other towers around it.

• The ceiling of the balconies as well as the
floor were cladded with wood. This makes
a powerful visual statement as people pass
by the tower.
• Windows were generally on the north and
south facades, this was done to benefit
from the views as well as benefit from the
optimum lighting level.

Facades
• The facades were kept as symmetrical as possible with the exception of the penthouse level
for two reasons:
• First to facilitate the production and construction of the tower and its elements as similar
parts mean faster and more efficient production.
• Second, a symmetrical design provides a more stable and structurally sound building.

Interior
• The columns and the load bearing
wooden wall were exposed as a design
statement.
• Cedar, CLT, or Glue-lam all have high
quality texture and appearance.
• After talks with the fire group it was
decided to limit the wood to either the
floor or the ceiling.
• The floor was chosen to be covered with
hardwood.

Recommendations
• Throughout the design process using wood as a structural material did not hinder the design, to the
contrary it enhanced the overall product.
• Having structural elements made from wood gave us an abundance of design elements to utilize both
in and out of the units.
• There are some concerns regarding weather proofing the exterior panels.
• Fire hazards will always be an issue with combustible elements, but with proper fire proofing and
safety precautions it should not be a problem.

• Having interior wood panels and finishing particularly for the floor raises concerns about the acoustic
quality of interior space. Noise levels and noise transfer between spaces and floors becomes a
concern.
• For that we recommend having a detailed acoustic study and analysis of the space be performed.
Keeping in mind that residents will change the properties of the space once they add furniture and
other fixtures.
• In conclusion, wood as a building element was a very flexible tool that provided interesting design
results.

Presentations and Future Work
• This Project was presented at NEWBUILS workshop 2014, Vancouver.
• Poster at the FIBER 2014 conference.

• Work will be part of recommendations to the Canadian building code.
• Possible future presentations to the City of Ottawa and City of Edmonton.
• High interest from City of Vancouver.

• Possible talks to construct the building in Vancouver.
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